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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider nonlinear boundary value problems of the 
form 
i=A(t)x+g(t,x), (1.1) 
a(x) = R(x) (1.2) 
where A(.) is a continuous n by n matrix-valued function, 
a: (C[O, 11, R”) + Iw” is a bounded linear map, g: [0, l] x R” + R” is con- 
tinuously differentiable and R: (C[O, 11, W) --* R” is continuously Frechet 
differentiable and, in general, nonlinear. 
The formalism of the alternative method has been used extensively [2-5, 
8-12, 14, 20-22, 24, 261 to study problems of the form 
Lx=Nx (1.3) 
where L: D(L) c X --+ Y is a linear map, N: X + Y is nonlinear and X and 
Y are Banach spaces. 
Recently Cesari and Mckenna [S] proved that if the underlying spaces 
possess a Schauder basis, or more generally, they have what the authors 
call property L’ it is theoretically possible to establish a finite dimensional 
alternative problem for (1.3). Their paper unities previous results [12, 131 
that established conditions under which (1.3) could be reduced to finite 
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dimensional size. Also, in examples they illustrate how in theory their 
techniques apply to boundary value problems with linear homogeneous 
boundary conditions. 
In our paper we present a constructive procedure by which any non- 
linear boundary value problem of the form (1.1 t( 1.2) can be converted to 
a finite dimensional alternative problem. Using this finite dimensional alter- 
native problem we provide sufficient conditions for the existence of an 
exact solution based on the knowledge of an approximate one. 
In Section II we show that if X is a Banach space, L : D(L) c X + A’ is 
linear and unbounded; R X-t R” is linear and continuous; N and F are 
continuously Frechet differentiable; N: X + X and F: X + R”, then under 
rather general conditions there exists a finite dimensional alternative 
problem for the coupled system 
Lx = Nx, (1.4) 
TX = Fx. (1.5) 
The alternative method is used and no restrictions on the size of the non- 
linearities are needed. Section III uses the alternative formalism to provide 
sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions to (1.4~(1.5). 
Finally, and most importantly, the techniques of the previous two sec- 
tions are used in Section IV to construct a finite dimensional alternative 
problem for the case of ordinary differential equations under nonlinear 
boundary conditions of the type (l.l)-( 1.2) and to establish sufficient con- 
ditions for the existence of solutions for systems of this type. It should be 
noted that even though a noncritical assumption is present in the general 
formalism of Section II, the method is, in actuality, successful for any 
resonant situation in differential equations. 
II. THE GENERAL THEORY 
Throughout this paper X will denote a Banach space with norm J/.1(. If 
[ $1 is an element of Xx I? its norm will be given by I( [$I 11 = 11~11 + Ilull 
where 1.1 is any norm on R”. If T is a map from one space into another 
D(T), R(T) and JY( T) will represent he domain, range and null space of T 
respectively. A bounded linear map P such that P2 = P is called a projec- 
tion. 
We will be concerned with the solution of the simultaneous system of 
operator equations 
Lx = Nx, (2.1) 
Tx=Fx (2.2) 
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where L: D(L) c X+ X is linear, r: X+ IR” is linear and bounded, 
N: X-r X is continuously Frechet differentiable and so is F: X+ R”. 
Clearly the system (2.1)-(2.2) is equivalent to 
9.X=%-x (2.3) 
where D(g)=D(L), 9’ : D(Y) X-+ R” is defined by 9x= [g] and 
%:X+Xx R” is defined by %x= [%;I. 
We will assume that the following hypotheses hold: 
Hl. LI ,N(,-)nD(L) is one-to-one and onto X and T(N(L)) = W. 
H2. %: X+ Xx R” is locally Lipschitz; that is, for any r > 0 there 
exists K(r) > 0 such that 11%~~ - %x,II <K(r) I/x, - xZll for all x,, x2 such 
that 11x1 IL II-41 6 r. 
H3. There exists a sequence of projections {P,}, P,: X-r X such that 
for each 1> 1, the range of I-P, is finite dimensional and such that 
II L- ,>crjnDcLJ P,(I converges to zero as I-+ co. 
Condition (HI) states that the system is noncritical. This is not unduly 
restrictive as it might first appear. We will see that a resonant system can 
be made noncritical in a manner which preserves the resulting finite dimen- 
sional structure. Condition (H2) is a mild smoothness condition on the 
nonlinear terms and (H3) is automatically satisfied of L,~C,-lnDCLl is com- 
pact and X is a Hilbert space. 
LEMMA 2.1. 9 is one-to-one and onto Xx Iw” ifand only ifL,MN(rlr\DCLl 
is one-to-one and onto X and T(Jlr(L)) = [w”. 
Proof Suppose 9 is one-to-one and onto Xx IF!“. If Lx = 0 and TX = 0 
then x E M(Y) which implies x = 0 and hence L,,C,,,,C,, is one-to-one. If 
y E X we know there exists an x such that 9x = [my] which implies Lx = y 
and XE M(T). Therefore L,9Cr)nDCL) maps onto X. For any UE R” there 
exists x E D(9) where 9x = [&I and hence T(Jlr(L)) = W. 
Suppose T(N(L)) = R” andL,,(,,,,,(,, is one-to-one and onto X. If 
9x = [X] then x = 0 and hence 9 is one-to-one. If [z] E Xx UP there exists 
an x~D(L)nJf(r) such that Lx= y and an ZEN(L) such that E=u. 
Thus 
This proves 9 maps onto Xx R”. 
LEMMA 2.2. if P: X + X is a projection such that R(Z- P) is finite 
dimensional then H: Xx Iw” -+ Xx W, defined by F[$] = [ <4], is also a pro- 
jection and the range of I- p is finite dimensional. 
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Proof: Follows by direct computation. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that conditions Hl and H3 are satisfied and that 
P,:XxR”-+XxR”isdefinedby 
Then, lim,, m (I 9 - ‘P, I( = 0. 
Proof Let [ ?] be an element of Xx 0%‘“. 
Therefore, 
Since lim, _ m SUPII,II G I IIL,&-,,DCLj Pdll = 0, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that Hl and H3 are satisfied and that {PI} is 
defined as in Lemma 2.3. If f or each Ia 1 W, is defined by 
W,x = 9’ - ‘(I- P,) 9x we have that W, is linear, W: = W, and 9x = 9x if 
and only if 
x= w,x+$P-‘Fp=x 
and 
(I- P,)(Zx - 5x) = 0. 
Proof. Follows by direct computation. 
Suppose that Hl, H2 and H3 are satisfied and that for each 12 1 
If c and d are fixed positive numbers such that d > c there exists an integer 
I* such that 
119 - ‘~,.I\ K(d) < 1 
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lpr-‘B~.II <(d-c)[K(d)d+ Il9(o)ll]-’ 
where K(d) is the Lipschitz constant for .F on {XEX I l/x/l <d}. 
DEFINITION. If x~ER(W~.) and )IxO(I <c, S(x,)= {xED(Z) I W/.x= 
x0, [lx/l <d} and T,,:S(x,)+Xis defined by T,,(x)=x,+~-‘P,~~x. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose 0 < c < d and conditions Hl, H2 and H3 are 
satisfied. If I* is chosen so that IILE-‘~~.II K(d) < 1 and 
I13-1~Itjl < (d-c)[K(d) d+ Il9(O)ll]-’ then for each x,ER( W,,) that 
satisfies I(xO(( 6 c we have that TX, has a unique fixed point and the fixed 
point belongs to S(x,). 
ProoJ Suppose x I, x2~ S(-GJ, IIL&J - T&,)ll = lIyLp ‘f%% - 
cP-‘&Fx211 < IIcY--‘~,.I/ IlFx,-cFx,ll < IIY-‘&*Il K(d) IIx1-x211. 
Since 119 -‘P,*jI K(d) < 1 we see that TX,, is a contraction on S(x,). 
If XE S(Q), (I T,,,(x)ll = /lx,+ 3-‘&@Yx)ll d C-I- II=5--‘b14 Il9(x)ll 
6 c+ II~-l~~~llCII~(x)-~~O)ll + llS(O)lll ,< c+ lldp-%4[K(d)d+ 
IlS(O)ll ] < d. Clearly, for x E s(x,) TX, E D( W,.) and W,, TX,(x) = W,.(x,) + 
W,, 9 - ‘PI. Y(x) = x,, because W,. Y - ‘F/e = 0. This proves T,,(S(x,)) c 
S(xcJ 
Using the Contraction Mapping Principle, we see that there exists a uni- 
que x E S(x,) such that T,..(x) = x. Since T,,(S(x,)) c S(x,) it follows that 
the fixed point belongs to S(x,). 
DEFINITION. G:R(w,*)n{x~Xl Ilxll<c)+X is defined by G(x,)= 
x0 + 2 - ‘zi,* FG(x,). 
It should be observed that the fact that G is well defined is a consequence 
of Lemma 2.5. Also, it is staightforward to verify that G is a continuous 
map. 
The next theorem establishes a finite dimensional alternative problem for 
the system of operator equations 
Lx = Nx, 
TX = Fx. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let 0 -C c < d be fixed and assume conditions H 1, H2 and 
H3 are satisfied. Let I* be chosen so that (19 - ‘8,.II K(d) < 1 and 
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(I=Y-‘P,.II <(d-c)[K(d)d+ IlF(O)ll]-‘. For x,ER(W,.)n {x: l\xll <c} 
we have that G(x,) is a solution of the system 
Lx = Nx, 
Tx=Fx 
if and only if G(x,) satisfies 
0 = (I- P,*)(Lx, - NG(x,)) 
and 
0 = TX, - FG(x,). 
Proof: From Lemma 2.4 we see that 3’~ =9x if and only if 
x= W,.x+Lr-‘P,,Fx 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
and 
(I- P,*)(Yx - 9x) = 0. 
If x,ER( W,.)n {x I llxll <c} W,,G(x,) =x0 and hence G(x,) = 
W,.G(x,) + 3’ - ‘P,.SG(x,). Therefore G(x,) solves 9x = 9x if and only 
if 0 = (I- p,.) (YG(x,) - 9G(xo)). Since YG(x,) = 9x, + P,,PG(x,) it 
follows that 
(I- P,,)(s!YG(x,) - FG(x,)) = (I- ~,&Yx, - $G(x,)) 
= (Z-B,.) Lx, - NG(x,) = Lx0 - NG(x,) I[ I[ PALxo - NW,)) Z-x, - FG( x0) Z-x0 - FG(x,) - 0 1 
U- P,*Wo - NW,)) = 
Eco - FG(x,) 1 ’ 
Therefore, G(x,) solves Lx = Nx and Zx = Fx if and only if 
0 = (I- P/.)(Lx, - NG(x,)) 
and 
0 = Z-x0 - FG(x,). 
Remark. Since R( W,. ) = R{ 3’ - ‘(I- P,,) } and the dimension of 
R(Z- p,.) = n + dimension of R(Z- P,.) it follows that (2.4)-(2.5) 
represents a system of [dim R(Z- Pl,) + n] equations in the same number 
of unknowns. 
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III. EXISTENCE THEORY 
Since the function G in Eqs. (2.4)-(2.5) is obtained through an iteration 
process it is difficult to analyze the finite dimensional problem directly. 
However, Theorem 2.6 can be used to establish the existence of solutions to 
the problem 
Lx = Nx, 
Tx=Fx 
based on the existence of an “approximate solution.” 
Let { 4, ,..., #,} be a basis for the range of W,, and let {til,..., tj,} be a 
basis for { [$I: I/ E R(Z- P,,) and u E R’}. Let D be an open bounded sub- 
set of RP such that if y = ( yl,..., y,) E 4 then IICp= i y&J <c. If y E B we 
define H(y) = (H,(y),..., H,(y)), where Hi(y) E !R is such that 
@, yimi)] 
Yidi 
1 I. 
Similarly, A: B + Rp is defined by g(y) = (B,(y),..., )7jp( y)), where 
fii( y) E R’ is determined by 
i Ai(Y)tii= 
(Z-P~*)[L(~l Yi4i)-N(!l yrmi)] 
. 
i=l 
I.(!, Vimi)-F($, Yi4i) 1 
We say that X = C,!‘=, jitii is an approximate solution of 
Lx = Nx, 
Tx=Fx 
if R(y)=0 and y=(j,,..., jp)cD. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume the hypothesis of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied and 
that X = CF=, jibi is an approximate solution of 
Lx = Nx, 
rx = Fx. 
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Then, if inf,,,, []I?( y)II > supycdD IIH( y) - I?( y)II there exists a solution of 
Lx = Nx, 
Z-x = Fx. 
Proof. It is obvious that H and fi are continuous and a direct 
application of the Poincare-Bohl theorem establishes that the topological 
degrees of H and A with respect to D and 0 are equal. Hence there must 
exist y ED such that H(y) = 0 or equivalently 
(I- P,,)(Lx, - NG(x,)) = 0 
and 
Z-x, - FG(x,) = 0 
where x0 = CT= i ~~4~. 
The techniques used in Theorem 3.1 are standard [24, 14,223. For 
ways of obtaining bounds for the inequality in the statement of this 
theorem the reader is referred to Cesari [4]. 
IV. BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS FOR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we indicate how the general theory of the preceding sec- 
tions is applied to the existence of solutions to boundary value problems in 
ordinary differential equations. 
We consider the problem 
i = A(t)x + g(t, x), (4.1) 
cl(X) = R(x) (4.2) 
where A(.) is a continuous n by n matrix-valued function, 
tl: (C[O, 11, KY’) + [w” is a bounded linear map, R: (C[O, 11, Iw”) + [w” is 
continuously Frechet differentiable and, in general, nonlinear, and 
g: lWn+l + R” is continuously differentiable. For x E (C[O, 11, Rn) we define 
IIXII = SUP,E[O,l] Ix(t)l* 
By the Riesz Representation Theorem we know that there exists an n by 
n matrix-valued function q(e) defined on [0, l] such that for any 
XE (C[O, l-J, IY) Lx(X) = s:, d/(t) x(t). 
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So as to put the boundary value problem in the setting of the previous 
sections we introduce the following notations: 
X=(C[O, 11, R”); L: D(L)cX-~Xisdetined by (Lx)(t)=f(t)-A(t)x(t), 
where D(L) = C’[O, l] and N: X-, X is given by (Nx)(t) = g(t, x(t)). 
Let 0(*) = (dl(.),..., 4,(s)) be the principal matrix solution of the equation 
i = A(t)x and suppose the rank of sh B(t) Q(t) is n - p, where 0 < p < n. 
Then there exist p linearly independent columns @(.) which belong to the 
null space of a. Without loss of generality we may take them to be the first 
p columns dl(.),..., d,(e). Let {#,(*),..., +,(. )} be p linearly independent 
solutions of the adjoint differential equations 3 = -A’(t) y such that if we 
define the n by p matrix @.) = [b,(.),..., d,(.)] and the p by n matrix *I(.) @(.)= ; [ 1 */A9 
we have !@c)&(t)=Z,., for all t E [0, 11. For simplicity we write D(t) in 
partitioned form as @p(t)= [&(f)i&t)], where s(t) is the n by n-p 
matrix formed by the mast n - p columns of G(t). We define I? X-t R” by 
where 0 represents the (n - p) by n zero matrix. 
Observe that if Jh &(I) Q(t) is nonsingular then r= a. 
LEMMA 4.1. L,M~I-,~D~L, is one-to-one and onto X and T(J(r(L)) = R”. 
Proof: Suppose x E M(r) n D(L) and Lx = 0. Then x(t) = Q(t) x(0) for 
some x(0) E R”. Hence 
O=r(x)=a[~(t);~(r)]x(O)+j~ [ ‘;“] [c&t);b(t)]x(O)dt 
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where xi(O) denotes the jth component of x(0). Since the rank of 
j; dq(t) Q(t) is n - p we see that x(0) = 0. Therefore, L,MCr)nDCL) is one-to- 
one. Since the matrix 
[ 
I PXP I 1 
%P)XP I 
s 
4(t) m”x(n-p) 
0 1 
is nonsingular we see that f(M(L)) = R”. 
If h E X and x is defined by x(t) = G(t) x(0) + 0(t) JA Q)-‘(s) h(s) ds, 
where x(0) E R” is chosen to that 0 = r(@(.) x(0)) + r(@(*) jb @-l(s) 
h(s)ds) we see that Lx=h and xeM(r)nD(L). Therefore, L,MCr)nD(rl 
maps onto X. 
We can now state our problem in the setting of the previous sections. 
That is, the problem 
i=A(t)x+ g(t,x), 
a(x) = R(x) 
is equivalent to 
Lx = Nx, 
Tx=Fx 
where F(x) = T(x) - a(x) + R(x). 
The fact that condition Hl of Section II is satisfied is proved in 
Lemma 4.1 while H2 is satisfied because of the smoothness conditions 
imposed on the differential equation. We now present a sequence of projec- 
tions {PI} which satisfy H3. 
DEFINITION. For~~XandIbi,(P,~)(t)=$(t)+t[~(l)~(O)-4(l)]- 
c ,k,9,~(t)e2nik*S~Qi~1(~)e- 2”ik”{~(s)+sc~(1)~(o)--(1)1} fk 
THEOREM 4.2. For each 12 1, PI is a projection into X, the range of 
(Z-P,) is finite dimensional and lim,, m IIL,->Cr),DCL~PI(I = 0. 
Proof: See [20]. 
We have proved that boundary value problems of the form considered in 
this section can be reduced to finite dimensional ones. It is significant to 
note that the finite dimensional alternative problem for the differential 
equation does not contain any of the “artificial” boundary conditions used 
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to make the problem fit the hypothesis of the general theory. To see this 
note that the finite dimensional alternative problems has the form 
V- f’,*)L-fo(.)- 4.) x0(.)1 = (I- P,*)(g(.> G(-G,(.))), 
h(.) = f’G(xo(.)) 
where x,,(s) E R( IV,.). However, since G(x,) = x0 + 9 ~ ‘F,*SG(xJ, 
Z(Y -‘PI*) = 0 and F(x) = Z(x) - CC(X) +R(x) upon simplification we 
obtain (I- P,,)(f,(.) -A(.) x,,(.)) = (I- P,.)( g(*, G(x,(*))) and 
Wxo(.)) = Wxo(.)) 
for x0(.) E R( IV,,). Hence, the natural structure of the problem is preserved. 
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